**WIRE MARKERS – SAFETY STEPS**

**TANA WIRE MARKERS**

Tana Wire Markers are large fiberglass balls which can be attached to power lines to warn aircraft of the location of the wires. They meet FAA specifications, feature easy installation and universal attachment, withstand the elements for over 10 years, require no maintenance, do not slip, chafe, oscillate, or cause electrolysis or vibration. Stocked in 9”, 12”, and 24” sizes. Larger sizes available on request. Color: international orange. Stocked in Tana marker style JX.

**WIRE MARKERS**

**CPS-S STANDARD MOUNTING MARKER** - The Standard power line Marker is made of ABS plastic & fits wires up to 1” using two neoprene bushings.

**CPS-EZS RECESSED MOUNTING AREA & CPS-EZC RECESSED MOUNTING AREA W/ CLAMP** - The EZ line of Markers is made of ABS plastic & is new & improved with a larger recessed area around the four bolts making it easier to install with linemen gloves. The EZ-S still uses two neoprene bushings & fits wires up to 1”. The CPS-EZC comes with an aluminum clamp & stainless steel bolts & fits wires up to 1”. Both of these styles use 1” nuts.

**CPS-SAR STANDARD MARKER WITH ARMOR ROD** - This marker is equipped with two sets of armor rod set into a bracket & can be bolted to the inside or outside of the marker All Markers can be made to fit larger diameter wires.

**BIRD DETERRENT - BIRDXPELLER PRO**

The BirdXpeller PRO is a sonic bird repeller that broadcasts a variety of naturally recorded bird distress signals and predator calls that frighten, confuse and disorient pest birds within the effective range. Pest birds cause damage, liability and health hazards. Sonic bird control is a safe, humane, eco-friendly way to get rid of birds from outdoor areas. Sonic repellers use high-definition digital recordings. Customizable settings allow for easy, DIY pest control. Real sounds – digital playback of naturally recorded threats. Covers up to 1 acre. Repels: pigeons, starlings, sparrows and gulls. P/N 13-00091

**LARGE AIRPORT CONE MARKERS**

Avlite’s range of airfield cone markers is rotationally-molded using UV-stabilised polyethylene, providing exceptionally long-life without the need for painting.

- Large Cone Marker Yellow .................. P/N 11-14012 .................................... $72.85
- Large Cone Marker Orange ................... P/N 11-14013 .................................... $65.00
- Mini Cone Marker Blue ......................... P/N 11-14014 .................................... $37.85

**UNIVERSAL SAFETY STEP**


**LO-COMMERCIAL 8 INCH SAFETY STEP**


**COMMERCIAL 8 INCH SAFETY STEP**


**FOLDING SAFETY STEPS**

Large ............................................... $76.75
Extra Large ....................................... $105.00

**HANDLE SAFETY STEP**

Unique Self Leveling Anti-Tip Design. Lab Tested to Hold 1000 lbs. Weighs Only 1 1/2 lbs. Heavy Duty Tubular Aluminum 15” x 19” Platform With An 8” Step Height. 34” Steel Handle. Safety Strips and Angled Leg Tips to Prevent Slippage. Durable, Textured Powder Coat Finish Will Not Rust. Weight: 18 lbs. Dimensions: 26 x 19 x 16 in. Steel Handle: 34” P/N 13-18581

**INDUSTRIAL SAFETY STEPS**

Unique Self Leveling Anti-Tip Design. Lab Tested to Hold 1000 lbs.. Weighs Only 1 1/2 lbs.. Heavy Duty Tubular Aluminum 15” x 19” Platform With An 8” Step Height. 34” Steel Handle. Safety Strips and Angled Leg Tips to Prevent Slippage. Durable, Textured Powder Coat Finish Will Not Rust. Unique self-levelling Anti-Tip design. Tubular Aluminum 15”x19” platform, 8” high. - 15” high. Brackets for increased durability. Custom Designed Non-Slip Safety Strips on Platform. Available Safety Yellow powder coat finish. Rugged All Aluminum Welded Construction, will not corrode. Heat Treated for Maximum. Weight: 8 - 7 1/2 lbs / 10 - 8 lbs / 12 - 8 1/2 lbs / 15 - 9 1/2 lbs. Lab Tested to 1000 lbs. 8 Inches ........................................... P/N 13-18582 .................................... $74.95
10 Inches ......................................... P/N 13-18583 .................................... $79.85
12 Inches ......................................... P/N 13-18584 .................................... $85.75
15 Inches ......................................... P/N 13-18585 .................................... $89.95

**SAFETY STEP ACCESSORIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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